Aperture referral in heterocentric astigmatic systems.
Retinal blur patch, effective corneal patch, projective field, field of view and other concepts are usually regarded as disjoint concepts to be treated separately. However they have in common the fact that an aperture, often the pupil of the eye, has its effect at some other longitudinal position. Here the effect is termed aperture referral. To develop a complete and general theory of aperture referral under which many ostensibly-distinct aperture-dependent concepts become unified and of which these concepts become particular applications. The theory allows for apertures to be elliptical and decentred and refracting surfaces in an eye or any other optical system to be astigmatic, heterocentric and tilted. The optical model used is linear optics, a three-dimensional generalization of Gaussian optics. Positional and inclinational invariants are defined along a ray through an arbitrary optical system. A pencil of rays through a system is defined by an object or image point and an aperture defines a subset of the pencil called a restricted pencil. Invariants are derived for four cases: an object and an image point at finite and at infinite distances. Formulae are obtained for the generalized magnification and transverse translation and for the geometry and location of an aperture referred to any other transverse plane. A restricted pencil is defined by an aperture and an object or image point. The intersection of the restricted pencil with a transverse plane is the aperture referred to that transverse plane. Many concepts, including effective corneal patch, retinal blur patch, projective field and visual field, can now be treated routinely as special cases of the general theory: having identified the aperture, the referred aperture and the referring point one applies the general formulae directly. The formulae are exact in linear optics, explicit and give insight into relationships.